Networking Wednesday, December 18
Washington Liberty HS
IB Spanish SL and HL

Andrea Cordero   SL                           Lilliana Maldonado Méndez    HL
Andrea.cordero@apsva.us   lilliana.mendez@apsva.us

Agenda

9:00 – 9:15 Greet and meet

9:15 – 10:15 IA oral exam presentation and sharing of resources

10:15 -10:30 Break

10:30 – 12:00 Writing , reading presentation and sharing of resources

12:00-12:45. Lunch

12:45 – 1:45 Listening presentation and sharing of resources

1:45 – 2:00 Questions

This is a fluid schedule that can be adjusted according to the needs of the group. Please bring resources to share for each component: copies, readings, links, photos, etc.
Spanish B HL/SL Networking
Session - Washington-Liberty High School
12/18/19

Session Agenda:

See attached

Session Minutes/Discussion Notes:

Writing:
- Shared new exam, where to find resources in MyIB, how to teach the different texts to students,
- Shared text books to find the text formats.

Reading:
- Shared new format per text, different sources for practice.
oral exam

- shared new test format,
  photos for SL level with
  sample discussion using one photo
- shared list of texts for HL exam.

Audio

- discussed and explained new format
  of test, shared where to penal sample
  at MyTB.
- did exercise for SL level
  using sample audio from MyTB

exchanged e mails so that we
  can continue sharing resources